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I miss you emoji gif

Photo: Jamen Percy (Shutterstock)At the age of more than 30 years, the GIF is the digital equivalent of a middle-aged millennial: Late Blooms, which are now rebooted and misunderstood. Today they are the standard internet currency in texts and social media topics, and since they are no longer a fancy new thing, we got a little lazy with them. I'm talking to you, grainy,
capricious, too many reaction senders have automatically offered their app integrations. I'll be clear: If you're looking for a word and you're using a top-10 reaction gif, you're not funny. I'll be even more direct: You're even a little cheerful to anyone with your Jennifer-Lawrence-spit-take reaction. And now I just mean: Throw your phone into the fucking river before you send another
Dawson Leery cry, Jonah Hill screaming, or Chrissy Teigen cringing gif. Here is a quick descent, what makes for a good gif. An excellent gif is a one-piece loop. If you can hardly tell where the loop begins, you find (or better yet) a beautiful gif. Instead, the perfect gif is one that has an obvious loop but tells the story of its limited frame space. It can work even with a high five like this.
The worst gifs are too short loop, so they look jerky and unpleasant like this. A bad GIF can almost give you motion sickness if it is on your screen too long. Animated GIF is something of an online art form shared by everyone. But they are created by... Read moreSlink GIF is a visual analogue for meaningless fillwords or a response to a friend's news with an interesting one. (The
fun is the most empty, infuriated response to everything you've ever been told, but it's a story the next day.) You are better than this, or at least hope you want to be, so here is an easy way to create your own war chest reaction gifs that are personal to you and your sense of humor, and that hasn't seen all seven billion people earth.G/O Media can get commissionYou already know
how to make a GIF, so I didn't focus on it; instead, we need to talk about what to do when you already have those GIFs so you can use them easily. And it starts and ends with an organization: standardize gif file names to include source, character name, physical descriptor, and emotional tone. When you find or make a great new GIF, take an extra moment each time to call it a
standardized way (and, of course, save them in the appropriate folder on your device). We all tasted frustration in finding a GIF and it's hard to find it – internet culture equates to a word on the tip of the tongue that you just can't remember. Organizing a file name from at least three different angles will help make sure you can always find it. That's how it looks to me; this method
works on my brain, but you can customize it however best suited for you: Neon Genesis Evangelion - Gendo Ikari - Fire Glasses - Brooding Scheming.gif If you can't remember the TV show, you can remember the character; if you can not remember the nature, you can remember how you personally describe the emotional tone, and so on. By saving gifs (or any picture files, really)
with a personalized, standardized naming convention, I guarantee you will find what you need when you need it. The file name will be long, but the effort is oh so worth it. So organize your GIF as you save them, so when you need them, they will be there for you. You don't have to do your gifs every time, though you can, and for those who do, I congratulate you, but please, no
more Emma Stone. Next time honestly won't do while writing to future employer LinkedIn, how about trying to close that cover letter with a big, round smiley face? Buttoned down, LinkedIn adds a modern touch to your messaging client, streamlining your design while also adding support to digital media such as stickers, emoticons and GIFs. The changes amount to a significant
overhaul of the interface of the professional social networking site's free messaging client, and they are paid for by the InMail service. The changes make you feel and look less like a clunky email system and more like a mobile messaging app or group chat client. Messages now have a chat style interface. The company said it has also improved push and email notifications to
make it easier to stay on top of relevant conversations. LinkedIn will begin limiting push notifications, such as so that users can't get bombarded with them when they actively talk to connections, a LinkedIn spokeswoman said. Some LinkedIn tools, such as sign-in invitations, are now available outside your inbox. LinkedIn has created a page on its website explaining how the
redesign affects various other LinkedIn features. The changes start Tuesday for English-speaking users on the web and on LinkedIn iOS and Android apps. New messaging software will be available to users in other languages in the coming weeks, the company said. LinkedIn's new messaging feature for Android and iOS apps, pictured on September 1, 2015. LinkedIn
acknowledges that the changes have been a long time coming. The wait is over, wrote Mark Hull, LinkedIn's product management director, in a blog post on Tuesday titled New Messaging Experience finally coming to LinkedIn. Smarter measures could also be on the way. In the post, Hull expressed excitement about smart messaging assistants that could help offer people a
message or provide contact information before users start a conversation. Also on Tuesday, Facebook announced that it is launching smart messaging your Messenger application. LinkedIn's changes do not relax restrictions on who can anyone notice. Consumers must be connected to the message to each other for free, or have a premium account message for others using
InMail. Copyright © 2015 IDG Communications, Inc. In the technology world, much is happening during the week. So much news goes on, in fact, that it's almost impossible for mere mortals with real life to observe everything. That's why we've compiled a quick and dirty list of the top 10 technology stories of this week. Everything from Nike's charitable way to celebrating Back to
the Future to iOS 9.1 and new emojis for iPhone owners – it's all here. If you are inexplicably hypnotized by one-second videos played in the loop ad nauseam, Instagram has a present for you and it's called Boomerang. Today is a program that makes our entire lives look better than they are releasing a new standalone program that allows you to take five photos, string them
together in a GIF, and play them more. Again. Again. By tapping into our collective GIF obsession, using Boomerang is as simple as tapping the phone photo button, then the program performs the rest. Read the full story here. In 1989, Marty McFly and Doc Brown traveled to October 21, 2015, and 26 years later, we finally got something to keep from our journey. Nike celebrates
Back to the Future Day by releasing an illusy Nike Mag sneaker for charity in spring 2016. The official Twitter account MichaelJFox.org tweeted a picture of Michael J Fox wearing a pair of weak sneakers. The proceeds will go toward the Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research. Read the full story here. Xbox One owners included in the viewer may so far want to hold
the update to the New Xbox One Experience dashboard inspired by Windows 10. This is because, as many Reddit users reported, a console with installed NXOE fails to format newly connected hard drives I was one of the lucky ones who last weekend was able to get a 2TB My Passport Ultra external hard drive for $29.99, wrote one user. But now that I'm trying to set it up to
format it for games and programs, come to the part where I can name the hard drive, briefly see the keyboard and the current name External until it quickly disappears and replaces it with a blue spinning wheel. I'll wait, but nothing's going to happen. Read the full story here. Consumer reports named the Tesla Model S as its Best Overall new car to buy two years in a row, and
earlier this year it claimed that the electric vehicle broke its ratings scale. But now the magazine does not have such beautiful things that can be said about the car. While it still claims that the Model S is the best-functioning car it has ever tested, Consumer Reports says its reliability is another matter. In a recent annual auto reliability survey, model S slipped from average reliability
rating is worse than average, so consumer reports attract their recommended car rating. The survey, which included responses from 1,400 Model S owners, identified the main problems with gear, gear, charging equipment, body creaks and rattles, and problems with the 17-inch central touchscreen, which is one of the model S's main sales points. Read the full story here. Apple
software updates are like a weekday lunch: perfunctory and predictable, but nonetheless appreciated. Especially appreciated, in this case due to several noticeable additions of emoticons: tacos, places of worship and ... well, disassembled hand, turning the bird over. iPhone (iOS 9.1), Apple Watch (watchOS 2.0.1) introduced new graphics, fixed errors and laid the foundation for
the soon-to-appear iPad Pro and the new Apple TV. The new emoji, which, in addition to the above characters, includes a bag of popcorn, scorpion and other animals, sports equipment, unhappy smilies and more than 150 others. Read the full story here. Next page: Five more technical stories you may have missed this week after the June 2014 elections. Morgan announced the
upcoming stand-up comedy tour, Picking Up the Pieces, on Twitter on Tuesday, and shared the specifics of his website. So far, 34 shows have been announced, which take place between 5 February and 26 May 2016. The trip will bring Morgan across the country, starting in Indiana and ending in New York, with stops in far-flung states along the way. This will be a great journey
for Morgan, who is clearly ready to put a tragic accident behind him. Tickets for the March 23 Lakesville, Pennsylvania, show are already on sale, but most will not be gone on sale until October 23 and beyond. Read the full story here. When Apple and Dropbox join forces, you know something big is happening. And that something big is the controversial security bill cisa, the
cybersecurity information sharing law. Just days before the United States Senate vote, both technology companies expressed concern about how much privacy would be sacrificed under the guise of security. The bill, which has long drawn the ire of tech giants such as Google, Facebook, Twitter and Reddit, would effectively make it easier for private companies to collect their
users' personal data and share it with the National Security Agency or other government branches historically involved in surveillance. Read the full story here. Yahoo seems to have lost its big streaming gamble. The company now reports that its video division took a $42 million hit in the third quarter of this year, with expensive shows like the company recently bought series of
community blame. This huge loss could spell the tech giant's foray into the end of the big budget series. Despite the big name for advertisers like Honda, CFO Ken Goldman said that Yahoo had a hard time making money on its newly acquired series, stating that it couldn't see a way to make money over time. In addition to the community, Goldman also blamed Yahoo for showing
Sin City Saints and Other Space as contributing to financial losses. Read the full story here. Apple let it be known on Monday that its young music streaming service currently has 6.5 million subscribers to pass $10 a month. The revelation came courtesy of CEO Tim Cook, who spoke on stage at the Wall Street Journal Technology Conference in Laguna Beach, California. Cook
added that another 8.5 million are currently sussing out of the service through a free three-month trial, taking the tally of music fans engaged in Apple Music to 15 million. The Apple boss was upbeat about consumer numbers, telling the assembled audience that more than 15 million were there, and the 6.5 million paid category, I'm really happy about it. Read the full story here.
Facebook is an incomprehensibly broad collection of social interactions, but sometimes the feeling of a collective pulse on topics - how people react to the legalization of gay marriage or reactions to the latest presidential debates - doesn't feel as easy as they should. In 2013, the social networking giant launched Graph Search, a semantic tool to make searches a little better, but it
wasn't completely complete - for example, Graph Search did not search public posts that were not shared with you. But now, Facebook is deploying a completely reimagined search, which is based less around the people you know, and more on what people are saying. Read the full story here. Here.
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